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ABSTRACT

Dynamic responses can arise when a flexible riser encounters the internal solitary wave (ISW) in the ocean. It is, thus, necessary to explore
its dynamical behaviors induced by ISW. First, the governing equations of the flexible riser, ISW, and hydrodynamic force are introduced
and interpreted. The accordant validations are performed so as to examine the accuracy of the applied models. Then, the dynamic response
of the flexible riser is studied with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. Representative characteristics, such as vortex-induced
vibration (VIV), top tension, and stress along the flexible riser, are mainly analyzed and discussed. The results prove that with the propaga-
tion of ISW, VIV in both inline (IL) and crossflow (CF) directions can be incurred. The maximum values of IL and CF oscillation frequen-
cies, top tension, inline deflection, as well as riser stress can be detected while the ISW trough reaches to the flexible riser. Furthermore, all
these four dynamic characteristics show an increasing trend with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. Note that the maxi-
mum values of oscillation frequencies, inline deflection, and stress on the upper section of the flexible riser tend to be larger compared with
those on the lower section. In addition, the maximum inline deflection, top tension, and stress along the flexible riser can be affected by VIV
responses.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0130822

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the interaction between internal tides and complicated
submerged topography, internal solitary wave (ISW) can be generated
in a density-stratified ocean. It is reported that such ISW has been fre-
quently detected in the South China Sea.1–5 Moreover, ISW with
extra-large amplitudes up to more than 200m has been recorded by
previous field observations,6–9 which can lead to strongly varying cur-
rent between its upper and lower water layers. As ISW propagates
across marine structures, such as offshore platforms, riser systems, and
artificial structures, hydrodynamic loads can be exerted on them.
Particularly, the dynamic response of marine risers under the action of
ISW is intensive, which can have a severe impact on the pipeline con-
figuration, structural strength, operational efficiency, and safety.
Moreover, accidents induced by ISW can occur, thereby threatening
the safety of marine engineering and submarines.4,9,10 As ISW can
appear frequently in deep ocean, it is of great significance to focus on
the interaction between marine structures and ISW thoroughly and
comprehensively so that references can be offered for the design of
marine structures applied for resource exploitation.

For decades, not only the generation, propagation, and transfor-
mation of ISW have engrossed many scholars’ attention,11–17 but also
the effect of ISW on marine structures has been investigated based
on experimental, numerical, and theoretical approaches.18–25 For
instance, by considering the combination of the Korteweg–de Vries
(KdV) model and Morison formula, the forces and torques acting on
vertical cylinders by ISW have been calculated by Cai et al.26,27 In
addition, the hydrodynamic force induced by ISW was also estimated
by other researchers by combining Morison formula and other ISW
theories.28–32 Similarly, the hydrodynamic force on one or two cylin-
ders induced by ISW has been examined by many researchers experi-
mentally and numerically, wherein the force exerted on one and two
cylinders was mainly studied.33–36 It is found that the distance between
two cylinders can have an impact on hydrodynamic interactions
between ISW and structures. The force of oblique ISW on slender bod-
ies was also experimentally researched by Wang et al.,37 in which the
strong shear effect caused by ISW was mainly focused. Moreover,
experiments have been conducted to investigate the inline (IL) and
transverse forces induced by ISW on semisubmersible platforms by
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Chen et al.,23,38 indicating that the force acting on marine structures is
sensitive to the propagation direction of ISW. It is also proved by Cui
et al.39 and Cheng et al.40 that the mooring tensions of a platform can
be affected when ISW propagates across it. In addition to the aforesaid
works, contributions to investigate the characteristics of interaction
between ISW and marine structures can also be found in other
literatures,41–45 which has provided practical and meaningful referen-
ces for the design of marine structures in ocean engineering.

With large aspect ratios, marine risers can inevitably undergo
ISW during deep sea resource exploitation. Hence, it is imperative to
study the dynamic response of marine risers undergoing ISW so as to
guarantee the safety of deep sea resource exploitation equipment.
Recently, some research on the interaction between ISW and marine
risers has emerged. It is found by Zhang et al.,46 Guo et al.,47 and Lou
and Yu48 that the ISW plays a dominated role in affecting the dynam-
ics of a marine riser regardless of background current. While ISW
propagates across a connected drilling riser, the impact of ISW on the
riser under combined loads of ocean currents, surface waves, and ISW
have been evaluated by Deng et al.49 The envelopes of riser properties
in the upper seawater layer and the horizontal deviation of a hang-off
riser bottom were found dramatically increased under the effect of
ISW by Fan et al.50 In addition, many other studies have further
revealed the dynamic response of marine riser systems with consider-
ation of the ISW effect.51–54

Although the interaction between ISW and riser systems has
been studied by many scholars recently, these works mainly focus on
the riser deflection and stress variation in the inline direction rather
than vortex-induced vibration (VIV). As concerned, the correspond-
ing current can be generated with the propagation of ISW. When the
vortex shedding frequency is locked on the natural frequency of a flex-
ible riser, VIV can be easily triggered, thereby posing a threat on the
riser safety. Therefore, the dynamic response, including inline deflec-
tion, VIV response, stress, and other terms, should be paid attention
when the interaction between ISW and the riser system is investigated.
In addition, most of experimental and numerical studies concentrate
on dynamics of risers with certain scale ratio, rather than full-scale ris-
ers. Hence, the objective of this study is to investigate the dynamic
response of a full-scale tensioned flexible riser with considering the
effect of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. The paper is struc-
tured as follows. First, the eKdV equation used to simulate the flow
field of ISW as well as the time-domain structural and hydrody-
namic models applied to calculate VIV responses of a flexible riser
are interpreted in Sec. II. Then, validations are carried out to guar-
antee the accuracy of the ISW generation model. In Sec. III, the
dynamic response of a full-scale flexible riser under actual ISW is
investigated with considering the effect of the nondimensional
ISW amplitude, including the inline (IL) and crossflow (CF) VIV
responses, top tension, and stress along the flexible riser. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. MODELING METHOD
A. The flexible riser model

A simply supported flexible riser subjected to ISW is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The Euler–Bernoulli beam theory is used to model the flexi-
ble riser undergoing ISW in our study. Correspondingly, the governing
equations of the flexible riser can be written as

m
@2x z; tð Þ
@t2

þ c
@x z; tð Þ
@t

� T
@2x z; tð Þ
@z2

þ EI
@4x z; tð Þ
@z4

¼ FIL z; tð Þ;

(1)

m
@2y z; tð Þ
@t2

þ c
@y z; tð Þ
@t

� T
@2y z; tð Þ
@z2

þ EI
@4y z; tð Þ
@z4

¼ FCF z; tð Þ;

(2)

where m denotes the riser mass per unit length; c is the structure
damping, which can be calculated based on the Rayleigh damping
model; EI and T are the bending stiffness and top tension, respec-
tively; xðz; tÞ and yðz; tÞ denote the dimensional displacements in
IL and CF directions; and FILðz; tÞ and FCFðz; tÞ represent the IL
and CF hydrodynamic forces caused by ISW. Then, the finite ele-
ment method is utilized to discretize the IL and CF governing equa-
tions of the flexible riser. The Newmark-b method is employed to
solve the discretized equations. Correspondingly, the dynamic
response of the flexible riser subjected to ISW can be examined and
investigated.

B. The ISW generation model

An extended Korteweg–de Vries (eKdV) equation is adopted for
the simulation of ISW.55,56 Compared with Korteweg–de Vries (KdV)
equation, a cubic nonlinear term is added in eKdV equation in order
to predict the profile of ISW accurately. Therefore, the eKdV equation
is used here and as follows:

@f
@t
þ c0 þ a1fþ a2f

2
� � @f

@x
þ b

@3f
@x3
¼ 0: (3)

Under the two-layer approximation, the wave phase speed c0, the coef-
ficients of quadratic nonlinearity a1, cubic nonlinearity a2, and disper-
sion b in the eKdV equation are given by

c0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g
h1h2 q2 � q1ð Þ
q1h2 þ q2h1

s
; (4)

a1 ¼ �
3c0
2

q1h
2
2 � q2h

2
1

q1h1h
2
2 þ q2h2h

2
1
; (5)

a2 ¼
3c0
h21h

2
2

7
8

q1h
2
2 � q2h

2
1

q1h2 þ q2h1

 !2

� q2h
3
1 þ q1h

3
2

q1h2 þ q2h1

2
4

3
5; (6)

FIG. 1. Sketch of a flexible riser subjected to ISW.
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b ¼
c0 q1h1h

2
2 þ q2h2h

2
1

� �
6 q1h2 þ q2h1ð Þ : (7)

The solution of eKdV equation can be written as

f ¼ a

Bþ 1� Bð Þcosh2 keKdV x � ceKdV tð Þ½ �
; (8)

where a denotes the amplitude of ISW, and

ceKdV ¼ c0 þ
a
3

a1 þ
1
2
a2a

� �
; (9)

k2eKdV ¼
a 2a1 þ a2að Þ

24b
; (10)

B ¼ �a2a
2a1 þ a2a

: (11)

Accordingly, the velocity induced by ISW can be obtained based on
eKdV equation, which can be applied to calculate the hydrodynamic
force exerted on the flexible riser.

C. The hydrodynamic force model

The hydrodynamic forces acting on the flexible riser undergoing
ISW is calculated based on the hydrodynamic force model proposed
in the works of Duan et al.57,58 Likewise, the inertia force, the drag
force in the IL direction, and the vortex-induced force in CF and IL
directions are considered for the hydrodynamic force induced by ISW.
As the applied hydrodynamic force model has been elaborated in
detail in the works of Duan et al.,57–60 it will be reinterpreted briefly
here. The hydrodynamic force FIL in the IL direction and FCF in the
CF direction are given as

FIL ¼
qpD2

4
CM

@u z; tð Þ
@t

� CM � 1ð Þ @
2x z; tð Þ
@t2

� �
þ FD þ Fvor; IL;

(12)

FCF ¼ �
qpD2

4
Ca
@2y z; tð Þ
@t2

þ Fvor;CF ; (13)

where the inertia force, the drag force FD, and the IL vortex-induced
force Fvor; IL are included for FIL, while the hydrodynamic force FCF in
the CF direction can be decomposed into the inertia force and the CF
vortex-induced force Fvor;CF . The added mass coefficient CM ¼ 2:0 is
applied for FIL due to the variation of flow velocity in the IL direction.
q and D represent the flow density and external riser diameter. As for
the hydrodynamic force in the CF direction, the value Ca ¼ 1:0 is uti-
lized with the absence of flow velocity variation in the CF direction.

As the current induced by ISW is time-varying, the excitation or
damping regions of the flexible riser corresponding to the instanta-
neous flow velocity need to be identified at each time step so that cor-
rective hydrodynamic force can be obtained and exerted on the
flexible riser subjected to ISW. Furthermore, the excitation hydrody-
namic coefficient CL used to calculate the excitation hydrodynamic
force is also determined at each time step. Then, the hydrodynamic
force on the flexible riser, either excitation or damping forces, can be
acquired. Since the same method of identifying excitation and damp-
ing regions as well as selecting the appropriate hydrodynamic coeffi-
cient is utilized as those in the works of Duan et al.,57 it will not be
reinterpreted in detail here. After the hydrodynamic forces in both IL

and CF directions are calculated at each time step, the dynamic
response of the flexible riser undergoing ISW can be obtained by cou-
pling with the structural governing equations.

III. VALIDATIONS

Before investigation on the dynamic response of a flexible riser
subjected to ISW, the validation of the applied models needs to be car-
ried out, including the models of ISW generation, hydrodynamic
forces, and structural response. It should be mentioned that the struc-
tural and hydrodynamic force models employed here have carefully
been validated based on the comparison of numerical results and
experimental data by Duan et al.57–60 under uniform flow, shear flow,
as well as oscillatory flow. It has been proved that VIV response of a
flexible riser under various environmental conditions can be accurately
captured. Therefore, the validations of structural and hydrodynamic
force models will not be performed again here. Since the code of ISW
generation is newly developed during our investigation, it is necessary
to examine the accuracy of this model. Correspondingly, some charac-
teristics of ISW are simulated based on the eKdV theory and then
compared with the experimental data provided by Grue et al.56 The
wave amplitude and maximum velocity along the water depth are
mainly demonstrated with the variation of a depression amplitude a to
the upper layer depth h1.

As shown in Fig. 2, the simulated ISW amplitudes show a good
agreement with the experimental ones with a=h1¼ 0.22, 0.36, and
0.91. It can be clearly observed that the maximum values of wave
amplitudes in all three cases can be precisely captured by the eKdV
equation. Regarding to the horizontal velocity of the ISW flow field,
the numerical and experimental results in both upper and lower layers
can match each other very well, as displayed in Fig. 3. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the code developed for our investigation is reliable

FIG. 2. Comparison of ISW wave forms with different values of a=h1 (upper:
a=h1¼ 0.22; middle: a=h1¼ 0.36; and bottom: a=h1 ¼ 0.91).
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and can reproduce main profiles of ISW. Then, the dynamic response
of a flexible riser undergoing ISW is investigated based on the afore-
said three models.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the dynamical behaviors of the flexible riser sub-
jected to ISW with various amplitudes are mainly investigated and
analyzed, including VIV responses in both IL and CF directions, top
tension, and riser stress. The corresponding parameters of the full-
scale flexible riser and ISW are presented in Tables I and II. Note that
the amplitude of ISW can be nondimensionalized by a ¼ a=H, where
a is the ISW amplitude and H denotes an intrinsic vertical scale.55

Here, the upper layer depth h1 is chosen as the scale for the nondi-
mensional ISW amplitude. Correspondingly, the nondimensional ISW
amplitude a ¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 during our investigation.

A. The flow field of ISW

Based on the eKdV equation, the flow field induced by ISW with
a ¼ 0:5 is obtained and illustrated in Fig. 4, wherein the red vectors

represent the velocities in the upper and lower layers, while the blue
line denotes the waveform of ISW. It can be observed that the induced
velocity in the upper layer shares a same direction with the propaga-
tion of ISW. By contrast, the velocity direction in the lower layer is
opposite to that of the upper ones. Furthermore, large values of
incurred velocity in both upper and lower layers occur nearly at the
ISW trough, accompanied by the upper ones slightly larger than the
lower one, as observed in Fig. 4. The velocity field here also manifests
the strongly shear characteristics of the ISW flow field, which should
be paid attention during the investigation on the responses of the flexi-
ble riser. In addition, the maximum velocity along the water depth is
also calculated with the increase in the nondimensional ISW ampli-
tude, as shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, the maximum value of the induced
velocity shows an increasing trend when the nondimensional ISW
amplitude is enhanced, which can be attributed to more energy due to
large ISW amplitude. Then, the effect of the nondimensional ISW
amplitude on the dynamic response of the flexible riser is studied
based on such ISWmodel.

B. Time-dependent VIV responses

First, representative VIV characteristics in both IL and CF direc-
tions, including the time history of vibration, its corresponding excited
mode, and frequency at node 400, are analyzed and depicted in Figs. 6
and 7 when the flexible riser undergoes ISW with different amplitudes.
It should be mentioned that VIV features are demonstrated after
removing inline deflection here in order to reveal the effect of the non-
dimensional ISW amplitude on IL and CF VIV responses more
specifically.

Obviously, VIV responses are triggered for the flexible riser in
both IL and CF directions with the propagation of ISW. When ISW
has not arrived at the flexible riser, no VIV occurs due to the absence
of induced velocity in the fluid. As ISW propagates toward the flexible

FIG. 3. Comparison of the maximum horizontal velocity by ISW with different values
of a=h1. (upper: a=h1¼ 0.22; middle: a=h1¼ 0.36; and bottom: a=h1 ¼ 0.91).

TABLE I Parameters of the flexible riser model.

Parameter Value

Length L (m) 1000
Young’s elasticity module E (Pa) 2.1� 1011

Outer diameter D (m) 0.25
Inner diameter d (m) 0.2
Density q (kgm�3) 7850
Pretension T (kN) 1000

TABLE II. Parameters of ISW generation.

Parameter Value

Depth of the upper layer h1 (m) 300
Depth of the lower layer h2 (m) 700
Density of the upper layer q1 (kgm

�3) 998
Density of the lower layer q2 (kgm

�3) 1025
ISW amplitude a (m) 30, 60, 90, 120, 150

FIG. 4. The flow field induced by ISW with a ¼ 0:5.
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riser, there appears flowing current acting on the structure, leading to
the occurrence of IL and CF VIV gradually, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
As a result, vibration frequencies corresponding to low mode
responses begin to emerge in both IL and CF directions regardless of
the nondimensional ISW amplitude, which can be attributed to the
low induced velocity by ISW. With the propagation of ISW, the
incurred velocity is increased gradually, thereby causing that high
mode IL and CF VIV responses are excited. Therefore, high-frequency
VIV responses can be detected when the trough of ISW is approaching
to the flexible riser gradually. As the ISW trough arrives at the flexible
riser, maximum values of induced velocity along the flexible riser can
be induced. Consequently, highest IL and CF vibration frequencies
accordant to high mode VIV responses appear due to the maximum
incurred velocity, as observed in Figs. 6 and 7. When ISW passes
across the flexible riser, the vibration frequency as well as the excited
mode of VIV in both IL and CF directions shows a decreasing trend,
which can be ascribed to the reduction of the induced velocity by ISW.
While ISW continues to move away from the flexible riser, IL and CF
VIV responses almost disappear.

In addition, it can be observed that two or more frequencies can
be detected for IL and CF VIV responses simultaneously. This is
because the velocity induced by ISW along the flexible riser is various
rather than uniform. As demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5, current veloci-
ties with opposite directions and various values can be incurred by
ISW in upper and lower layers, respectively, and the values of induced
velocity tend to be larger near the ISW trough. As a consequence, two
or more modes of VIV responses can be excited along the flexible riser
due to the different induced velocities. Accordingly, two or more oscil-
lation frequencies can be detected for IL and CF VIV responses, as
seen in Figs. 6 and 7.

Nonetheless, it should be noticed that hysteresis phenomenon
can be also detected for VIV incurred by ISW regardless of the nondi-
mensional amplitude, as demonstrated in Figs. 6 and 7. As ISW propa-
gates toward or passes across the flexible riser, current velocities with
equal values can be induced in these two processes. Theoretically, VIV
amplitudes of the flexible riser subjected to the same current velocity
induced by ISW should not show any discrepancies. However, it is
found that the IL and CF VIV amplitudes in the deceleration process
of velocity induced by ISW are larger compared with those in the
velocity acceleration process when ISW propagates toward the flexible
riser, which is similar to the findings of Duan et al.59 and Fu et al.61

The occurrence of VIV hysteresis can be ascribed to the mode transi-
tion due to the variation of induced velocity with ISW propagation.
With the increase or decrease in the velocity incurred by ISW, different
modes of VIV responses determined by certain induced velocities can
be triggered, leading to mode jump phenomenon for IL and CF VIV.
Although new mode VIV responses occur with the change of the
induced velocity, the former excited ones cannot disappear immedi-
ately, meaning that the appearance of new mode VIV response is
accompanied by the triggered ones decaying slowly. Therefore, multi-
mode VIV responses can be detected simultaneously with the propa-
gation of ISW. Meanwhile, the VIV amplitudes are enlarged due to the
existence of multi-mode responses. As a consequence, hysteresis phe-
nomenon can arise with the ISW propagation regardless of the nondi-
mensional amplitude. Likewise, when ISW passes away enough from
the flexible riser, the occurrence of VIV response in both IL and CF
directions can also be explained by the existence of hysteresis. As
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, even though the induced velocity by ISW tends
to disappear, VIV responses can be still detected for the flexible riser
in both IL and CF directions, which should be attributed to the hyster-
esis effect.

Another notable characteristics worthy attention is the variation
of VIV amplitudes in both IL and CF directions with the ISW propa-
gation. Evidently, no vibration occurs when the induced velocity is
small enough. With the slow approach of ISW, VIV can be excited.
Correspondingly, the flexible riser oscillates with certain amplitudes in
IL and CF directions. It should be emphasized that the maximum VIV
amplitudes appear not always concurrent with the occurrence of the
maximum velocity incurred by ISW. This is because the reduced
velocity plays a dominant role in the determination of VIV amplitudes
[Ur ¼ u=ðfnDÞ, where u, fn, and D denote the external flow velocity,
the n-order vibration frequency, and external diameter of the flexible
riser]. It can be seen that the reduced velocity is mainly affected by the
external flow velocity and vibration frequency. Although the induced
velocity is increased when the ISW comes toward the flexible riser, the
oscillation frequencies are also changed with new mode VIV responses
triggered, resulting in the uncertainty of the reduced velocity value.
Since the VIV amplitudes are determined by the uncertain reduced
velocity, VIV responses with unpredictable amplitudes can be cap-
tured in both IL and CF directions with the propagation of ISW, as
presented in Figs. 6 and 7.

Although the change in the reduced velocities can be regarded as
an important factor responsible for the variation of IL and CF VIV
amplitudes, the summation of multi-frequency VIV responses as well
as the transient duration of each mode VIV response can play poten-
tial roles in the appearance of the unpredicted VIV amplitude.
As interpreted above, hysteresis phenomenon occurs due to the

FIG. 5. The maximum velocity along the water depth induced by ISW with various
nondimensional amplitudes.
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time-varying velocity induced by ISW, resulting in the existence of
multi-mode VIV response simultaneously. Consequently, the superpo-
sition of the simultaneously existing VIV responses contributes to the
variation of the maximum VIV amplitude in IL and CF directions. It
should be noticed that the summation of multi-mode response can
lead to either enlargement or diminishment of the maximum VIV
amplitude, which accounts for the change in the maximum VIV
amplitude while the ISW propagates. In addition, the change of
VIV amplitudes can be also impacted by the transient mode jump of
VIV response. Since the induced flow velocity varies rapidly with the
propagation of ISW, VIV mode transition in both IL and CF direc-
tions occurs frequently. As a result, VIV response with certain modes
cannot be developed into a relatively steady response entirely, due to
the short duration of the triggered VIV mode, thereby leading to the
unprediction of VIV amplitudes.

Regarding to the effect of the nondimensional ISW amplitude, it
is proved that the excited mode, vibration frequency and amplitude of
VIV responses in both IL and CF directions can be impacted, particu-
larly for the former two (Figs. 6 and 7). With the nondimensional
ISW amplitude a ¼ 0:1, the 23rd and 13th mode VIV responses
can be triggered in IL and CF directions, respectively, when the
flexible riser is subjected to the maximum velocity induced by ISW.

Correspondingly, the maximum IL and CF oscillation frequency of
approximately 1.07 and 0.578Hz can be detected. As the nondimen-
sional ISW amplitude is increased, the excited mode and vibration fre-
quency of the flexible riser in both IL and CF directions are notably
enlarged under the maximum incurred velocity by ISW. It can be
observed in Figs. 6 and 7 that the 65th and 42nd mode responses with
maximum oscillation frequencies of 3.80 and 2.18Hz are captured for
the IL and CF VIV responses while the nondimensional amplitude of
ISW is increased up to 0.5. The increase in the excited mode and vibra-
tion frequency in IL and CF directions can be explained by the
enlargement of the maximum induced velocity due to the amplifica-
tion of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. Moreover, the IL and CF
oscillation amplitudes are also affected by the enlargement of the non-
dimensional ISW amplitude, which can be seen in Figs. 6, 7, and 11.
The changing trend of IL and CF VIV amplitudes with the increase of
the nondimensional ISW amplitude will be analyzed and discussed in
detail in Sec. IVE.

As discussed above, multi-mode and multi-frequency VIV
response can be triggered simultaneously in both IL and CF directions
with the propagation of ISW. With the increase of the nondimensional
ISW amplitude, multi-mode and multi-frequency IL and CF VIV
responses can still be captured for the flexible riser undergoing ISW,

FIG. 6. Time dependent VIV response and frequency distribution in the IL direction with various nondimensional ISW amplitudes (left: time history of VIV and right: VIV fre-
quency distribution with time).
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indicating that the feature of simultaneous multi-mode and multi-
frequency VIV is not influenced by the nondimensional ISW
amplitude.

C. Oscillation frequency along the flexible riser

The above-mentioned results prove that the increase of the non-
dimensional ISW amplitude has a notable effect on IL and CF VIV
oscillation frequencies. Therefore, the vibration frequencies long the
flexible riser in both IL and CF directions are presented in Figs. 8
and 9 with the nondimensional ISW amplitude variation so as to
reveal the impact of the nondimensional ISW amplitude on VIV
response comprehensively. The colorful surfaces in Figs. 8 and 9 repre-
sent the IL and CF VIV responses along the flexible riser, accompanied
by certain oscillation frequency due to the propagation of ISW.

Similarly, the multi-frequency VIV response is evidently detected
in both IL and CF directions for the flexible riser subjected to ISW.
With the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude, high-mode
IL and CF VIV responses are triggered due to the enlargement of max-
imum induced velocity, causing that the flexible riser oscillates with
corresponding high IL and CF frequencies. It should be noticed that
the detected dominant vibration frequencies on the upper and lower
sections of the flexible riser show an obvious disparity regardless of the

nondimensional ISW amplitude. For instance, with the nondimen-
sional ISW amplitude a ¼ 0:1, the dominant oscillation frequencies of
around 1.07 and 0.474Hz in the IL direction are detected for the upper
and lower sections of the flexible riser, respectively, while these two
parts mainly vibrates with predominant frequencies of approximately
0.571 and 0.256Hz in the CF direction. When the nondimensional
ISW amplitude is increased to 0.5, the values of IL and CF dominant
vibration frequencies for the upper section of the flexible riser are
enhanced to about 3.80 and 2.18Hz, respectively, and those with val-
ues of around 3.13 and 1.74Hz are captured for the lower section.
Such discrepancy between the predominant oscillation frequencies on
the upper and lower sections can be attributed to the various current
velocities along the flexible riser incurred by ISW. As varied flow
velocities are induced along the flexible riser by ISW, different modes
of VIV are triggered accordingly, leading to the occurrence of various
IL and CF dominant vibration frequencies on the upper and lower sec-
tions, respectively. It can also be found that the change of the nondi-
mensional ISW amplitude has scarcely an effect on the existence of
oscillation frequency disparity on the upper and lower sections of the
flexible riser, indicating that such characteristics is mainly determined
by the remarkably different flow velocities by ISW in the upper and
lower layers.

FIG. 7. Time-dependent VIV response and frequency distribution in the CF direction with various nondimensional ISW amplitudes (left: time history of VIV and right: VIV fre-
quency distribution with time).
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It should also be paid attention that the oscillation frequency
bandwidths for IL and CF VIV along the flexible riser are notably wid-
ened with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. Clearly,
when the nondimensional ISW amplitude is with a low value, the
vibration frequency bandwidths tend to be narrow for both IL and CF
VIV responses. As the nondimensional ISW amplitude is increased,
the oscillation frequency bandwidths can be remarkably broadened for
both IL and CF VIV responses, as demonstrated in Figs. 8 and 9. This
is because the enlarged induced flow velocities in upper and lower
layers due to the nondimensional ISW amplitude increase account for
the augment of the vibration frequency bandwidth for IL and CF VIV.
When the nondimensional ISW amplitude is magnified, large flow
velocities are incurred accordingly, resulting in more energy trans-
ferred into the structure system. Consequently, the IL and CF oscilla-
tion frequency bandwidths are widened.

D. Variation of top tension

Since the variation of top tension has been proved closely related
to VIV response, especially under unsteady flows,60 the time history
and frequency distribution of top tension with the increase of the non-
dimensional ISW amplitude are analyzed and demonstrated in Fig. 10.
Similar to IL and CF VIV response, multi frequencies can be captured
for the top tension with the ISW propagation. It can be seen that when
the ISW starts to travel toward the flexible riser, the change in the top
tension can be hardly detected due to the absence of VIV and inline
deflection. With ISW approaching, the values of top tension are gradu-
ally increased, which can be ascribed to the occurrence of inline deflec-
tion and VIV responses in both IL and CF directions due to the flow
velocity incurred by ISW. As shown in Fig. 10, the maximum top ten-
sion appears almost concurrent with the ISW trough arriving at the

FIG. 8. Oscillation frequency along the flexible riser in the IL direction with various
nondimensional ISW amplitudes.

FIG. 9. Oscillation frequency along the flexible riser in the CF direction with various
nondimensional ISW amplitudes.
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flexible riser regardless of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. While
the ISW passes across the flexible riser, the top tension shows a
decreasing trend. This is because the reduction of the inline deflection
mainly contributes to the decreasing of top tension. When ISW propa-
gates far away, the variation of top tension tends to disappear with the
absence of IL and CF VIV responses as well as inline deflection.

It is worthy attention that VIV responses in IL and CF directions
can exert an impact on the change of the top tension. Since the top
tension variation is mainly focused under the effect of inline deflection
with ignorance of VIV response, some characteristics of the top ten-
sion cannot be captured, such as vibrations and frequencies related to
VIV. During our investigation, it can be observed that VIV responses
have an evident effect on the time history and frequency of top tension
regardless of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. For instance, when
the nondimensional ISW amplitude a ¼ 0:1, four vibration frequen-
cies of approximately 0.262, 0.512, 0.924, and 1.03Hz can be captured
for the top tension with the ISW trough passing through the flexible
riser, which is mainly related to the VIV frequencies of 0.256, 0.571,
0.985, and 1.07Hz in both IL and CF directions. The appearance of
vibration features proves the influence of IL and CF VIV responses on
the top tension, which should not be ignored.

In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 10 that the maximum value of
top tension is notably changed with the increase of the nondimensional
ISW amplitude. As shown in Fig. 10, the maximum values of top ten-
sion with a ¼ 0:1 and 0.2 are around 176 and 2.54� 103 kN, respec-
tively. When the nondimensional ISW amplitude is equal to 0.4 and
0.5, the maximum top tension values are increased up to approximately
3.56� 104 and 7.08� 104 kN. The remarkable enlargement of top ten-
sion is mainly attributed to the notable increase of inline deflection due
to the induced velocity by ISW. It should be noted that the values of top
tension variation induced by VIV responses are noticeably small com-
pared those caused by the inline deflection, implying that the inline
deflection mainly plays a dominated role in determining the change of
the top tension. In terms of the oscillation frequency of the top tension,
it can also be found that with the increase of the nondimensional ISW
amplitude, high oscillation frequencies can be detected for the top ten-
sion. As shown in Fig. 10, the vibration frequencies of around 3.23 and
3.86Hz corresponding to the IL and CF VIV responses are obtained for
the top tension when the ISW trough reaches to the flexible riser. The
enlargement of top tension frequencies with the increase of the nondi-
mensional ISW amplitude can be explained by high oscillation frequen-
cies of VIV responses induced by ISW.

FIG. 10. Variation of top tension with various nondimensional ISW amplitudes (left: time history of top tension and right: top tension frequency distribution with time).
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E. Maximum amplitudes of the dynamic response

As the current velocities induced by ISW play a dominated role
in the determination of the IL and CF vibration amplitudes as well as
inline deflection, it is necessary to investigate the changing trend of
these characteristics with the increase of the nondimensional ISW
amplitude. Note that the values of inline deflection are remarkably
large compared with the VIV oscillation amplitudes, so the results of
these two features are analyzed and demonstrated separately here.
Hence, the IL and CF vibration amplitudes as well as inline deflections
under different values of the nondimensional ISW amplitude are illus-
trated in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.

The maximum inline deflection of a flexible riser induced by
ISW has widely been studied by many researchers, wherein the value
of inline deflection is found increased with the enlargement of the
ISW amplitude. Likewise, the maximum inline deflection is also
enlarged with the increase in the nondimensional ISW amplitude,
which can be explained by the magnification of inline hydrodynamic
force exerted on the flexible riser. As illustrated in Fig. 11, when the
nondimensional ISW amplitude a ¼ 0:1, the maximum inline deflec-
tions in the upper and lower layers are about 12.25 and 3.29, respec-
tively. As the nondimensional ISW amplitude is increased up to 0.5,
the maximum inline deflections of 177.78 and 156.89 can be detected
in the upper and lower layers. This is because the maximum induced
velocity is enlarged with the increase in the nondimensional ISW
amplitude, causing that larger drag force in the IL direction is exerted
on the flexible riser. Consequently, the maximum inline deflection
appears due to the increased IL drag force. Note that the maximum
inline deflection in the upper layer is always larger than that in the
lower layer during our simulation, which can be attributed to the ISW
chosen here. That is, large maximum velocity is incurred by ISW in
the upper layer compared to that in the lower layer. As a consequence,
larger value of maximum drag force is exerted on the upper section of

the flexible riser, leading to larger inline deflection accordingly. In
addition, the flexible riser undergoing ISW deflects in the IL direction
with opposite directions in the upper and lower layers, which can be
ascribed to the opposite velocity induced by ISW.

Since VIV responses in both IL and CF directions can be excited
by ISW, the maximum VIV amplitudes are focused with the increase
of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. As presented in Fig. 12, the
variation of the nondimensional ISW amplitude has an obvious effect
on the maximum IL amplitude, while the maximum VIV amplitude
in the CF direction is scarcely changed. It can be seen that the maxi-
mum VIV amplitude in the IL direction almost shows a decreasing
trend with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude, which
can be mainly ascribed to the variation of current velocities incurred
by ISW. As the nondimensional ISW amplitude is enhanced, the
induced velocity is changed, leading to the variation of reduced veloc-
ity. Accordingly, the VIV amplitude in the IL direction is descended
with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. Another
potential factor is that the energy allocation on the dynamic response
of the flexible riser in IL direction, mainly including IL VIV and inline
deflection, might lead to the reduction of IL VIV amplitudes. As dis-
cussed above, the inline deflection is noticeably enlarged with the
increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude, meaning that more
energy might be allocated on such response. As a result, less energy
concentrates on the IL VIV response, causing the decrease of maxi-
mum VIV amplitude in the IL direction. As for the maximum CF VIV
amplitude, the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude can
barely exert an influence on its value, which can be attributed to the
reduced velocity for CF VIV response. It should be mentioned that the
excited modes of VIV in both IL and CF directions show an increasing
trend with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude in
Fig. 12, which is consistent with the analyses in Sec. IVB. It should be
mentioned that the summation of multi-frequency VIV responses and

FIG. 11. Inline deflection along the flexible riser with various nondimensional ISW amplitudes (blue: with VIV and red: without VIV).
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the transient duration of each mode VIV response can also contribute
to the variation of IL and CF VIV amplitudes with the increase of the
nondimensional ISW amplitude.

When VIV can be triggered by ISW, the maximum inline deflec-
tion can be also influenced by VIV via affecting the drag force. It is
proved that the drag coefficient can be impacted and closely related to
VIV amplitude in the CF direction by Vandier,62 where the drag coef-
ficient CD ¼ CD0½1þ 1:043 2yRMS=Dð Þ0:65� is affected by the variation
of vibration amplitude (CD0 ¼ 1:2, and yRMS and D denote the root
mean square displacement in CF direction and riser diameter, respec-
tively). Hence, the maximum inline deflection can be changed by the
existence of VIV response. Regardless of the nondimensional ISW
amplitude, the maximum inline deflection with consideration of VIV
response is evidently larger than that with the absence of VIV, as
shown in Fig. 11. For example, without the effect of VIV, the maxi-
mum inline deflection under the nondimensional ISW amplitude
a ¼ 0:1 is found equal to approximately 6.72 and 1.88 for the upper
and lower sections while the maximum inline deflections of around
123.98 and 95.67 with a ¼ 0:5 can be captured in the upper and lower
layers, respectively. Compared with those considering VIV response
above, the values of maximum inline deflection without VIV are nota-
bly small. This is because when VIV occurs, the drag coefficient is
enlarged due to the existence of CF VIV response. As a consequence,
the drag force is increased, resulting in the magnification of the maxi-
mum inline deflection. It can be also observed from Fig. 11 that the
enlargement of the maximum inline deflection tends to be intensive
with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude, which can be
attributed to the combination effect of CF VIV response and amplified
induced velocity by ISW.

F. Maximum stress along the flexible riser

Since the changes of the inline deflection and VIV responses can
contribute to the variation of the stress along the flexible riser, the
maximum riser stress in IL direction is mainly calculated and depicted
in Fig. 13 while the nondimensional ISW amplitude is increased. It
can be found that when the effect of IL and CF VIV responses on the
stress along the flexible riser is taken into account, the maximum stress
values on both upper and lower sections are noticeably increased
regardless of the nondimensional ISW amplitude. As shown in Fig. 13,
with the nondimensional ISW amplitude a ¼ 0:1, the maximum
stress values without VIV are equal to about 15.24 and 4.20MPa on
the upper and lower sections, respectively, while the maximum stress
values of around 30.36 and 7.84MPa can be detected with the consid-
eration of VIV. This is because the combination effect of VIV
responses and the enlarged inline deflection due to VIV is responsible
for the increase of maximum stress along the flexible riser. In addition,
the maximum stress on the upper section of the flexible is larger com-
pared with that on the lower section due to higher flow velocity
induced by ISW in the upper layer.

In terms of the nondimensional ISW amplitude effect, the maxi-
mum value of the stress along the flexible riser shows a remarkably
increasing trend with or without VIV while the nondimensional ISW
amplitude is increased. It can be observed from Fig. 13 that as the non-
dimensional ISW amplitude is up to 0.5, the maximum stresses on the
upper and lower sections are enlarged to approximately 227.04 and
173MPa, respectively, with the absence of VIV effect. Meanwhile,
when the effect of VIV is taken into account, the maximum values of
about 357.30 and 269.14MPa are captured for the riser stress on these
two sections under a ¼ 0:5. The enlargement of maximum stress

FIG. 12. Maximum VIV amplitudes along the flexible riser in IL and CF directions with various nondimensional ISW amplitudes.
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values can be explained by the effect of inline deflection and VIV
responses, particularly by the inline deflection magnification.

Another characteristic worthy attention is that the VIV responses
can have an effect on the stress distribution along the flexible riser. It
can be seen from Fig. 13 that the maximum stress distribution along
the flexible riser is characterized with fluctuation on both upper and
lower sections, which can be ascribed to the effect of VIV responses.
Moreover, with the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude,
the fluctuation of the maximum stress along the flexible riser tends to
be more conspicuous.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic response of a flexible riser undergoing ISW is inves-
tigated considering the effect of the nondimensional ISW amplitude.
First, the applied models of the flexible riser, ISW, and hydrodynamic
force are elaborated. Then, validations are carried out based on the
comparison between numerical results and experimental data so that
the accuracy of the models can be guaranteed, in particular, for the
ISW generation model. Afterward, the effect of the nondimensional
ISW amplitude on the dynamic response of the full-scale flexible riser
is examined. The changes in VIV oscillation frequencies and ampli-
tudes in both IL and CF directions, top tension, inline deflection, and
stress along the flexible riser are mainly explored with the increase of
the nondimensional ISW amplitude.

It is found that multi-mode and multi-frequency IL and CF VIV
responses can be excited with the propagation of ISW. The values of
VIV amplitudes vary with the ISW propagation and hysteresis caused
by ISW can be captured for IL and CF VIV. Due to the discrepancy of
the induced velocities by ISW in the upper and lower layers, the maxi-
mum values of oscillation frequencies, inline deflection, as well as
stress on the upper section of the flexible riser are found larger

compared with those on the lower section. In addition, VIV responses
can exert an impact on the top tension, inline deflection, and stress
along the flexible riser.

With the increase of the nondimensional ISW amplitude, high
mode VIV responses accompanied by high vibration frequencies can
be triggered in both IL and CF directions while the ISW trough passes
through the flexible riser. When the nondimensional ISW amplitude
is increased, the maximum VIV amplitude in the IL direction shows a
decreasing trend while the maximum CF VIV amplitude is hardly
changed. In addition, the nondimensional ISW amplitude increase can
enhance the maximum values of top tension, inline deflections, as well
as stress along the flexible riser noticeably.

Here, the dynamic response of a full-scale flexible riser subjected
to ISW has been investigated with the consideration of the nondimen-
sional ISW amplitude effect. Correspondingly, the characteristics and
mechanism of IL and CF VIV responses, top tension, as well as stress
along the flexible riser have been analyzed and revealed. Nevertheless,
more research on the dynamic response of the flexible riser undergo-
ing ISW should be carried out while other factors are taken into
account, such as the background current and wave as well as vessel
motion.
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